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ABSTRACT

The conceptual model of a nuclear power plant in Canada is that it consists
basically of two kinds of systems. The first kind is the process systems, that
is( those structures and components associated with the production of nuclear
energy and its conversion to other forms of energy. The second kind is the
special safety systems, whose purpose it is to protect the public in the event
of a serious failure in the process systems which might otherwise lead to
unacceptable radiological consequences.

The rate, or frequency, at which serious failures in process systems occur

is one of the important safety considerations and the operation of nuclear power

plants is reviewed to ensure that the actual rate does not exceed the rate

assumed in the risk assessment that goes with the conceptual model.

Quantitative limits are set on the unavailability of the special safety

systems. These limits are low enough to be consistent with low overall risk

and yet can be demonstrated by test during operation of the plant.

Low unavailability is an important but not the only condition required for
low unreliability for the special safety systems. The special safety systems
must be independent fran the process systems and from each other in order to
minimize the chance of a cross-linked failure particularly under the conditions
experienced as a result of the more severe types of postulated serious process
failures.

Nuclear power plants must also withstand, without a major hazard to the public,

certain rare events associated with natural phenomena or man-made activities off-site

and also certain in-plant events such as fire or break-up of a turbine-^ervirator

which might have a cross-linking effect on process and safety systems. In the
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latest designs, Canadian nuclear power plants have emergency systems to deal

with such events. The emergency systems have an enhanced degree of physical and

functional separation from other plant systems.

In Canada, separation of instrumentation and controls is taken to the

point that components for process control may not be used in any special safety

system nor can a component be used in more than one of the special safety systems.

While at first sight this approach may appear to increase the complexity of the

instrumentation and oontrol systems it does reduce complexity which might result

from extensive interconnections and sharing of components among systems.

The achievement of a low unreliability for both process and safety systems

is a common goal for both the licensee and the regulatory body. Those differences

that exist between the two arise because of differences in perception, balance

and judgement that result from the different roles each has in the nuclear

power program.



INTRODUCTION

Design practices and regulatory requirements for instrumentation and

control systems in Canada reflect the overall approach to nuclear power plant

safety which has evolved over the last twenty years or more. Although the

approach is quite general, its development has been influenced by early experience

with research reactors and by the development of the CANDU reactor in Canada.

Another important factor to be taken into account is that the development of

nuclear reactor technology and the development of regulatory requirements tends

to be an iterative process. Regulatory requirements change as a result of

experience, changing perceptions of what is meant by "safe enough" and in response

to changes in technology. Technology changes also as a result of experience, as

a result of continued effort to improve the economy and reliability of power

production and in response to changing regulatory requirements. Because there

are often a number of factors which relate to any particular issue between a

regulatory body and the industry, cause and effect are often difficult to discern

in the evolution of technology and safety requirements.

The accident to the NRX research reactor in 1952 did much to shape subsequent
thinking about reactor safety in Canada. At the time of the accident, the reactor
was being started up in an unusual manner for experimental purposes. Two
operator errors were made in a short period of time and a power excursion resulted.
It is noteworthy that the second operator error was made during attempts to
correct the effect of the first operator error and involved a problem with
ccmnunications. Equipment malfunction, namely the failure of seme safety rods
to drop back into the core when they should have after being withdrawn inadvertently,
contributed to a sequence of events which resulted in the power excursion that caused
severe damage to the core. The excursion was terminated by one or both of two
actions: manual initiation of dumping of the heavy water moderator from the
reactor or bursting of light water cooled fuel rods resulting in injection of
light water coolant into the heavy water moderator. ̂ ^
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Despite the severe nature of the accident in terms of damage to the core,

no person received a radiation dose in excess of the then existing limits during

the course of the accident and the subsequent rehabilitation of the reactor, lhe

consequences to human health and safety viere small considering the severe nature

of the accident.

Many elements in the chain of circumstances that led up to the accident

occurred because of particular design details, circumstances existing at the time

and the experimental role of the reactor. The accident did, however, emphasize

the need to ensure that safety systems must be designed and operated so as to

minimize the chance of causal or common-mode failure, that is, cross-linked

failure, between the safety systems and the process systems. The NRX accident

and other incidents in the world indicated to those who later developed the safety

principles for CANDU reactors that failure of safety systems to respond on demand

had to be taken into account in setting out the safety principles and criteria.

SYSTEM CATEGORIES

The conceptual model that has evolved since the early 1960's is that a
nuclear power plant consists basically of two kinds of structures and components
(hereafter referred to collectively as "systems"). The first kind is the
process systems, that is, those systems associated with the production of nuclear
energy and its conversion to other forms of energy. The second kind is the
special safety systems, whose purpose it is to protect the public in the event
of a serious failure in the process systems which could otherwise lead to
unacceptable radiological consequences. In the category of special safety systems
are the protective shutdown system, the emergency core cooling system (EOCS) and
the containment system.

Particular emphasis is placed on assuring the physical and functional
independence between process systems and special safety systems and among the
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special safety systems themselves. High standards of design, construction and

operation are required to achieve and retain this independence during the life

of the plant. Obviously there are practical limitations to the extent to which

independence can be achieved. Safety system sensing instrumentation in many

cases must be connected physically to the process systems to measure process

parameters. Likewise, the final action elements of the protective shutdown

systems and ECCS must be physically connected to process systems and the containment

must be penetrated by, and support, process piping, electrical cables and other

process components.

PROBABILITY CF SERIOUS PROCESS FAILURES

As in other approaches to nuclear power plant safety the first line of
defence is the prevention of serious failures in process systems. Nevertheless,
it was assumed in the development of the conceptual model that the total probability
of occurrence of serious process failures nay be as high as once per three years.
It is important to remember that the term "serious process failure" encompasses
all events from relatively frequent occurrences to very low probability events
which, in the absence of action by the special safety systems, could result in
unacceptable radiological consequences. Sane examples to illustrate the range of
events are: malfunction of a power regulating system or loss of main power supplies
that could result in damage to the core or the external heat transport system if
not safely terminated by protective shutdown action; a break in a primary heat
transport system pipe which may require action by the protective shutdown system,
ECCS and containment; or an accident involving the handling of irradiated fuel outside
the core which requires action only by the containment to protect the public.

The assumption as to the probability of serious process failures becomes a

regulatory criterion that must be demonstrated to be met, that is, a value not to

be exceeded, during operation. Bie requirement is "planfr-wide", so to speak, and

is used as a criterion in assessing overall plant performance. However, in order

to give each designer of a process system a reliability target, some apportioning of

the "once per three years" among the various systems has to be undertaken by the
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designers themselves. In practice, since the "once per three years" was based on

the expected performance of plants designed to high standards, the actual apportioning

is determined more by the analyses of systems already designed than by using it as

input to the design process. The basic regulatory requirement for process systems

is that they be designed to high standards and the best applicable codes which are

coraensurate with the importance to safety of a system or component.

Experience and judgement play a large part in defining "high standards".

Where past performance for any process system has revealed significant deficiencies

then changes nay be required to that system. On the other hand, if particular

types of process systems have exhibited adequate safety-related performance and

reliability in the past, the acceptability of changes to the technology of those

kinds of process systems for subsequent plants may be judged in part by comparison

of the expected performance of the new technology with the danonstrated perfonnance

of previous technology.

DIGITAL CONTROL COMPUTERS,' A CASE HISTORY

The use of programable digital control computers for reactor power regulation,

various other control functions, data logging and alarm scanning was justified

by the designers from the safety point of view by clair.is that the digital

systems would perform as well and as reliably as the conventional analog

systems that were supplanted by the digital equipment. There were other safety

advantages mentioned such as the production of printed records of control commands

and alarm sequences. Furthermore> as the size of reactors increases and fuel

power density increases the control problem to maintain neutron flux distributions

within design limits becomes more complex and the control tasks are more easily

managed by the use of computers. A programable digital control computer approach

offered the designer tjreater flexibility and ease than with "hard-wired systems" to

make changes to the control algorithms that might be shown to be necessary by

commissioning tests and early operating experience at power.

Operating experience has shown that most of the designers' claims are valid

and digital computer control is now a standard feature of CANDU reactors. Early
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experience showed also that careful administrative controls over changes to

computer software are necessary even though these administrative controls tend

to reduce one of the advantages of the digital system, that is, the flexibility and

rapidity with which changes can be made. It took some tine to establish the

same control over changes to computer programs as previously existed for changes

to "hard-wired" systems. Here is an example of regulatory and administrative

control processes having to respond to new technology. The basic requirements

are often unchanged but the detailed application of the basics must be adapted

to suit changing conditions.

Another result of the more complex and sophisticated control systems was a
higher frequency of serious process failures due to loss of regulation compared
to that observed in earlier CÄNDU reactors. The earlier triplicated analog control
systems with their more siitple control problem to solve had demonstrated a very low
frequency of serious failure due to loss of regulation. The newer regulating systems
using digital computer control demonstrated a serious failure probability significantly
higher than the earlier analog systems. Only some of the higher probability serious
failures were attributable to the computers themselves and seme of it was attributable
to equipment, both mechanical and electrical, external to the computers, and to
human error sanetimes resulting from inexperience or unfamiliarity with the new
technology.

The analog systems in earlier control systems are triplicated and incorporate

either an auctioning or averaging feature which is used for the final control

devices. The digital computer control systems use only two central processors

each with their own input and output interfaces. Seme inputs are triplicated

but each of the triplicated inputs is input to the two computers. A number of

other inputs are duplicated with devices dedicated to one computer. The computers

are arranged in a master/standby relationship. The master computer monitors

itself by a number of pelf -checking routines. An external, hard-wired watchdog

device must be reset periodically by the computer or else the watchdog sets the

computer's output to a fail-safe state. On detection of a fault within itself,

the master computer transfers either particular control programs or total control

to the standby computer depending on the type of fault. The standby computer is

basically the same as the main computer, has its own self-check features, fail-safe

characteristics and is also monitored by a watchdog.

^
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If a fault develops in the master computer which goes unrecognized and causes

process parameters to diverge fran the control point, the standby computer cannot

override the roaster computer. The arrangement is, therefore, basically a single

channel control system with a certain standby capability and local redundancy in

the various sections of the control loops.

An important safety argument in the justification of the use of such a control

system was the designers1 commitment to produce a system which was as reliable as

the earlier systems, that is, a serious failure probability of about 10~2 p.a.

Instead of relying mainly on intrinsic "fail-safe" characteristics (for
the most likely modes of failure) the safety reliability of digital computer
systems depends in part on self-checking routines and an external watchdog.
There have been instances, however, of unsafe failures which were not recognized
by the self-check routines and which did not interrupt the resetting of the watchdog.

It should be emphasized that only some of the loss of regulation

incidents were due to the digital control computers and the way they are used.

Other incidents have been initiated by malfunction of components external to the

computers and can be attributed in part to the increased overall complexity of

the regulating system because of the necessity in large reactors for spatial

control of neutron flux in the core. For control purposes, a typical CANDU core

is divided into two axial zones each of which is divided into seven radial zones.

The zones are automatically controlled by modulating the level of light water in

small incore chambers in unison for gross power control, and differentially for

zonal control. In addition, a number of enriched uranium alloy booster rods or

neutron absorbing adjuster rods are used for poison override and other control

functions. An extensive system of zonal power or flux measurement is also required.

Such a complex arrangement does not easily lend itself to triplication of sensors

or control mechanisns and in seme respects is more prone to single failures causing

a loss of regulation, Mare complex failure mode and effect safety analyses are,

therefore, necessary than with earlier CANDU reactors.

Because several control loops share a cannon central processor, there

could be a potential for coincident serious failures in more than one control
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loop. So far we have not seen any occurrence of coincident serious failures

in control loops but the matter is under contijiuing review. Currently, our

approach to safety considers only one serious failure to occur at any time,

provided that the probability of causal or canton-mode failures is judged to

be acceptably low.

Because of the high probability of failure of the reactor regulating
system, which was undesirable from the production point of view as well as
the safety point of view, the licensee did a comprehensive review of the
system as well as making ad hoc improvements. A number of changes were
recommended of which some have been implemented and others are under further
study. These changes have not required fundamental changes to the reactor
regulating system and the arrangement of the two digital control computers.
There have been a number of changes made to computer programs and self-checking
arrangements, hardware changes, better administrative control over programing
changes and better testing of programing changes to verify that other parts of
a program or other programs have not been unintentionally altered.

It is not yet clear that the probability of serious failures due to loss

of regulation can be reduced to the design target of 10~2 per annum without some

fundamental change to present designs. However, recent experience has been

encouraging in that there has been a marked improvement in the performance of

the reactor regulating system from both the safety and production points of

view. It is apparent that we are still on the steep part of the "learning

curve" and the licensees have shown sufficient drive and initiative in resolving

safety problems that the design target may well be achieved without fundamental

design changes if the current satisfactory experience is an indication.

On a more general level, this case history illustrates the interplay and

the iterative process involved between the licensee and the regulatory body in

establishing safety requirements and applying these requirements to new technology.

CONSEQUENCES OF SERIOUS PROCESS FAILURES

The selection of the spectrum of serious process failures to be considered for
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the purposes of designing the special safety systems is largely based on judgement

and the examination of the design, including considerations of probability. Thus

as in most countries we consider process failures which are as improbable as

breaks in large pipes but not those as improbable as massive failure of a thin-

walled (in our case) pressure vessel built to Section 3, class 1 of the ASME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code, However, the same design basis dose limits outlined in

Appendix A apply in all cases regardless of the individual probability of each

design basis serious process failure. Otherwise, our practice in this respect is

not much different than that of other countries.

RELIABILITY AND UNAVAILABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEMS

Our safety philosophy is based on the premise that a special safety system

must meet certain requirements to ensure a low unreliability but that there is a

limit to the believability of claims for very low unreliability of such systems. In

our opinion, it is not possible to demonstrate that the unreliability is so low that

we can ignore failure of a special safety system as part of the design basis events

to be taken into account in nuclear plant siting and safety assessments. In order

to obtain a licence for a nuclear power plant from the Board, designers are obliged

to consider as design basis events each design basis serious process failure combined

with failure of each of the special safety systems. Since such compound events are

expected to be much more improbable than the serious process failures themselves, the

design basis dose limits are higher than for seriou? process failures alone. This

approach to safety was first published by the AECB in 1964* ' and, with seme

important modifications, is still applied.(4)

A quantitative limit of 10"3 is specified for the unavailability of each

special safety system which must be demonstrated by testing during operation of

the nuclear power plant. It follows that testing arrangements are part of the

design requirements for any active parts of the special safety systems, particularly

those such as the protective shutdown systems, which rely heavily on instrumentation.

In order to obtain confidence in a few years of operation that the unavailability

limits are not exceeded, the testing frequency may have to bs quite high, sometimes

once per day during the early operating period for sane special safety systems.
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Therefore, as far as practicable, on-power testing arrangements are built into the

special safety systans.

In order that the unavailability of a special safety systan reflect its

unreliability under accident conditions, each special safety systan must be

designed, constructed and operated to stringent standards to minimize the

probability of causal or comrnon-inode failures between process and special safety

systans and among special safety systans. Herein lies one of the major challenges

to the designer, constructor and the operator.

If serious failures in process systans and failures of special safety systans

are truly randan in nature and the unreliability of each special safety systan

is truly measured by its unavailability as determined by the testing program

during normal operation, then one could infer that the probability of an accident

with consequences exceeding the design basis limits is the product of the sum

of the frequency of serious process .failures times the unavailability of two
ê

special safety systans. This product is 10~6'5 per annum.

In our view, numerical estimates of such very rare events are largely a

matter of conjecture. The assumptions, qualifications and uncertainties that have

to be made or accepted in arriving at such a calculation must be taken into account.

Nevertheless, the conceptual model is useful as a starting point from which certain

safety requirements for process and safety systans can be derived and augmented to

the extent deemed necessary by deterministic requirements based on judgement.

CONSEQUENCES OP SERIOUS PROCESS SYSTEM FAILURES AND FAILURE OF A SPECIAL SAFETtf SYSTEM

Combinations of a design basis serious prooess failure and failure of a special
safety system are known colloquially as "dual failures". The current design bases
dose limits for dual failures are listed in Appendix A for individual members of
the public and collective doses to the whole body and the thyroid. The collective
dose calculations are arbitrarily based on an area bounded by locations where the
individual dose is 1% of the individual dose at the plant site boundary.

Analyses of dual failures impose further requirements on the design of the

special safety systans which usually are more stringent than those imposed by
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the analysis of serious process failures alone. Components of the special safety

systems assumed to be available in any particular dual failure case may have to

withstand more severe accident conditions than for serious process failure conditions.

The dual failure analyses usually establish the operating limits and conditions

which define the availability of the special safely systems.

While in the conceptual model reference is made to "failure" of a special safety

system, xx\ practice it may be necessary for the designer to do failure mode and effect

analyses or parametric analyses to determine whether partial or incomplete

operation of a special safety system could be worse than complete failure of the

system in the event of sane serious process failures. Such studies also reveal the

relative importance of various failure modes and are useful in establishing

operating policies in the event that various failures are discovered during normal

operation of the plant. To some extent the probability of the serious process

failure enters into this evaluation. For example, all serious process failures

involving the reactor core in a CANDU reactor place a demand on the protective

shutdown system; whereas, the probability of a demand on containment or ECCS

is very much lower. Therefore, the required response to faults discovered in

protective shutdown systems is more vigorous and stringent than for faults

discovered in containment. For a CANDU reactor, failure of shutdown action is

more significant than most failure modes of containment.

INDEPENDENCE AMONG PROCESS AND SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEMS

The validity of the conceptual model of the nuclear power plant on which
we base our risk assessment depends in large measure on the avoidance of causal
or common-mode failures between process systems and special safety systems and
among the special safety systems themselves, so that the occurrence of failures
in more than one system can be regarded as the coincidence of random events. As a
result, we do not accept components for process systems being used in any special
safety system nor can a component be used in more than one of the special safety
systems unless it can be shown that there is a net advantage to safety. For
example, in order to minimize the number of penetrations through containment, trays
carrying cabling for both process and special safety systems are accepted
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provided that there is redundancy in the control channels and there is adequate

physical separation among trays carrying cabling for the redundant channels. As

another example, signals for the special safety systems can, with appropriate

buffering, be input to the digital control computers for the purposes of data

logging and sequence of events recording, but not for control purposes.

The designer has to recognize that under some plant upset conditions

computer generated annunciations and print-outs may be affected by power disturbances

to the computer which may be caused by the upset condition. For this reason,

alarm annunciation associated with the special safety systems should be part of

the special safety system itself.

To permit quick checks that instruments which normally have only a monitoring

function are working, analog read-outs of measured parameters permit visual

verification of instrument function at any time and routine periodic tests give

the necessary assurance of instrument response.

Seme instruments such as temperature sensors and in-core flux detectors

cannot be tested by stimulating the measured parameter by means of a test facility.

The response of such devices must be observed during plant transients. Routinely,

test signals can be injected into the instrumentation loop at a point which will

stimulate as much of the instrument loop as possible.

The required dedication of components, particularly instrumentation, to the
process systems as a group and to each special safety system does result in a
modest proliferation of components. While at first sight such dedication of
components may appear to increase the complexity of the instrumentation and control
systems, the practice does tend to reduce complexity which might result frcm
extensive interconnections and sharing of components among systems.

THE USE OF TWO SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS

A feature of CANDU reactors is that they have positive coolant void coefficients

and a relatively small negative power coefficient over the normal range frcm low
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power to high power. In the absence of protective shutdown action the analyses of

sene postulated serious process failures, such as a loss-of-coolant accident or an

uncontrolled addition of reactivity because of a loss of regulation, would be shewn

to result in a power excursion which is terminated by failure of fuel channels and

disruption of the core lattice because of overpressure, overheated fuel or both effect

In the past, designers were obliged to show for such dual failures that the containmen

could withstand the physical forces resulting fran the core disruption and the

extra energy input to the containment associated with the power excursion, and

that the containment could lámt the release of radioactive material to the

environment to within the dual failure limits. Analyses of such severe postulated

accidents unavoidably had seme speculative aspects. Moreover, containment design

has to be fixed quite early in a project's schedule - usually before the analyses

of dual failures have been completed.

To obviate the need to design nuclear power plants, particularly the oontairment
to withstand the effects of failure to shutdovzn in conjunction with a serious
process failure, the CANDU designers proposed in 1969 to incorporate two
independent shutdown systems of diverse design among the special shutdown systems,
lhe Board eventually accepted the proposal on condition that one of the two
protective shutdown systems fully meet the requirements for protective shutdown
action in the event of any serious process failures, that the additive effect of
the two shutdown systems would not be credited in accident analyses and that each
of the two shutdown systems would cope adequately with all those design basis dual
failures involving a serious process failure and failure of the ECCS or containments

Since dual failures involving failure of EDCS or containment usually set the

specifications for protective shutdown action and given the prerequisites that

the two shutdown systems be independent and of diverse design, each shutdown

system, in effect, has to meet the requirements for reliability and effectiveness

expected of the single protective shutdown system of earlier power reactors.

Diversity of design implies diversity in the design and manufacture of the

instrumentation for the two shutdown systems as well as diversity in the shutdown

mechanisms. Current designs employ solid shut-off rods in one shutdown system

and in the other injection of gadolinium nitrate solution into the heavy water

moderator. Discretion is called for in establishing equipment diversity. Alternati

"I
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equipment that is used must be of high quality and qualified for the conditions

under which it is expected to operate. Por example, if one make of instrument is

clearly superior to other makes for a particular function, it would be acceptable,

preferable even, to use it in both of the shutdown systems. The designer, however,

would be expected to justify his design to the regulatory body by showing that he

had given careful consideration to alternatives.

For operational and economic reasons, it is desirable during the kind of

transient or upset conditions encountered from time to tame during normal operation

that the shutoff rod system operate before the poison injection system, in

order, if possible, to arrest the divergence of the parameters of interest before

the trip settings of the poison injection shutdown system are reached. This

economic objective can be pursued without prejudice to safety by judicious selection

of trapping parameters and settings.

As it has finally evolved after discussions between designers and the AEEB

spanning several years, the concept of having two protective - shutdown systems is

viewed by the AECB as an advance in safety and in 1977 the AECB decided to make

two shutdown systems a requirement for large power reactors licensed for construction

after January 1977. We do not, however, visualize trying to backfit two protective

shutdown systems on existing reactors with only one. The technical difficulties

and cost would not, in our judgement, justify the incremental improvement in safety.

Indeed, there is the prospect that technical difficulties, might, despite best

efforts to the contrary, result in a net reduction in safety.

HAZARDS FROM EXTERNAL EFFECTS AND OTHER EVENTS WITH POTENTIAL FOR CAUSAL

OR OONMOlHyDDE FAILURES

So far the discussion has centred on serious process system and special safety

system failures assumed to arise because of faults within the systems themselves.

Nuclear power plants may also have to be designed to withstand without a major hazard

to the public certain rare events associated with natural phenomena, such as earth-

quakes, or man-made activities originating off-site, such as an aircraft crash, and

also certain events originating on-site such as fire or break-up of a turbine-general

which might have a causal or common-mode effect on failures in process and safety sys
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Also, the independence of process systems and special safety systems can be taken

only so far. Although alternate supplies are available for services, such as eléctrica:

power, compressed air or service water, to process and special safety systems,

these alternate supplies have only a limited endurance. Under normal operation,

these services are supplied from distribution systems which usually can be traced

back to common or interconnected sources subject to common-mode failures. Such

service systems are sometimes termed safety support systems. Generally speaking,

the function of the protective shutdown systems do not rely on the safety

support systems or can be arranged to fail-safe on loss of a service. The

effectiveness of the EOCS and containment may rely to some extent on continued

availability of electrical power, service water or compressed air under accident

conditions. It is important, therefore, that causally related failures of process

and special safety systems as a result of failure of a safety support system be

avoided.

In most instances, the safety requirements to deal with the various kinds

of events described in the previous two paragraphs are to keep vital parts of

the plant intact against the direct effects of the event, to shutdown the reactor

quickly and to maintain it in a safe shutdown state with an assured method of

rejecting decay heat to the environment.

The designers of the latest CANDU reactors have adopted a general approach to

deal with events which otherwise might have the potential for producing causal or

ccranon-mode failures among process and special safety systems.

Essential process systems and structures, such as the primary heat transport
system and the reactor building, are conservatively designed to withstand any
physical effects associated with each design basis event which should itself be
conservatively derived. The shutdown systems are designed to withstand the event
or at least fail-safe. To maintain a heat sink for the core, there is a special
emergency water supply with its own dedicated power supply or prime mover depending
on the design details. The emergency water supply (not to be confused with the
EOCS) supplies water to the secondary side of the heat exchangers, usually the
steam generators, selected to reject decay heat from the primary system to the
environment.
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The emergency water and power systems have an enhanced degree of physical

separation f ran other systems over and above that usually associated with process

and safety systems to minimize the probability of common-mode failure from sane

postulated events such as fire, turbine-generator break-up or aircraft crashes.

The emergency systans are also conservatively designed to withstand earthquakes

as are the shutdown systems. This approach obviates the need to qualify much of

the equipment in the plant to withstand the maximum design basis ground motion.

Thus, much of the regular electrical, instrumentation and control systems and service

systans including much of that used in the EECS need be qualified only for less severe

conditions of ground motion.

Since sane design basis external and internal events may affect the main

control roan, current designs of CANDU plants incorporate a secondary control roan,

which is physically some distance away from the main control room. The instrumentatic

and cabling for one of the protective shutdown systems and containment lead to the

secondary control room and that for the other protective shutdown system and the

EOCS lead to the main control room. Certain of the instrumentation in one control

roan is repeated, with suitable buffering, in the other control room.

CONCLUSION

Both the licensee and the regulatory body must take into account safety, econani
and the reliability of the electrical grid supply; although, the way each body takes
these three factors into account and the weighting given to each can be expected to
be quite different. Those differences that exist between the two bodies arise
because of differences in perception, balance and judgement that result from the
different role each has in the nuclear power program.

The development of technology for CANDU nuclear power plants and the establish™
of regulatory requirements is an iterative process. Initially, designs were
evaluated case-by-case, based only on generally understood and qualitative principle
and criteria or evaluation of proposals made by the licensee and his agents. As
the technology advances, the industry expands and experience accumulates, it is both
possible and necessary to establish regulatory requirements which become less ambigú
and more detailed as time passes.
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In Canada this iterative process has resulted in an approach to nuclear reactor

safety which is similar to that in other countries in that it enibodies the concept

of defence-in-depth. There are, however, significant differences in the way that

this defence-in-depth is achieved compared to other approaches. Although our approach

could be applied quite generally, its development has been influences by our

experience with research reactors, and the development of the CANDU power reactor;

and in turn our approach to safety has influenced and continues to influence the

development of the CANDU type of reactor. This is a closed loop system of a type

that should be familiar to this audience.
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APPENDIX A

POWER REACTOR SAFETÍ CRITERIA. AND PRINCIPLES

1. Design and construction of all components, systems and structures essential

to or associated with the reactor shall follow the best applicable code,

standard or practice.

2. The quality and nature of the process systans essential to the reactor shall
be such that the total of all serious failures shall not exceed 1 per 3 years.
A serious failure is one that in the absence of action by special safety
systems could lead to unacceptable radiological consequences.

3. Special safety systems shall be physically and functionally separate fran the

process systems and fran each other.

4. Each special safety system shall be readily testable, as a system, and shall

be tested at a frequency to demonstrate that its unavailability is less

than 10"3.

5. Radioactive effluents due to normal operation, including process failures

other than serious failures (see #2 above), shall be such that the dose to any

individual member of the public affected by the effluents, fran all sources,

shall not exceed 1/10 of the allowable dose to Atonic Radiation Workers and the

total dose to the population shall not exceed 10 * man-rem/year.

6. The effectiveness of the special safety systems shall be such that for any

serious process failure the dose to any individual off site shall not

exceed (i) 500 mrem whole body (ii) 3 rem, thyroid and (iii) to the population

10" man-rem whole body or thyroid-rem.

7. For any postulated combination of a serious process failure and failure of a
special safety system, the predicted dose to any individual shall not exceed
(i) 25 rem, whole body, (ii) 250 rem, thyroid, and (iii) to the population, 10 s

man-rem, whole body or thyroid-rem.

8. In computing doses in 6 and 7 the following assumptions shall be made unless



otherwise agreed to:

(i) meteorological dispersion that is equivalent to Pasguill category
(1)P as modified by Bryant

(ii) conversion factors as given by Baattie'

(1) Bryant, P.M. UKftEA report AHSB(EP)R42, 1964.

(2) Beattie, J.R. UKñEft. report AHSB(S)R64, 1963.


